Mongolia: there simply is nowhere quite like it. The birth place of the great Khan is largely the same now as it was then and
the country is wonderfully diverse in terms of landscape. The magisterial Western Altai gives way to the fertile central
Heartland, whilst the exquisite forested North fades into the endless sea of green steppe to the East. The amazing arid
southern Gobi is the fifth distinct eco-region. Still largely undiscovered there is seemingly endless uninhabited wilderness
around every mountain and in every valley.
The people of Mongolia are wonderfully adapted to their climate. Temperatures can differ by as much as 80°C between
summer and winter. The Mongolian ger is perfectly designed to withstand such extremes as well as being portable to fit the
nomadic way of life almost half of the population lead. Such a demanding climate leads the people of Mongolia to exhibit
magical hospitality; only here does a traveller receive an unreserved welcome at every turn. No description of Mongolia is
complete without reference to the ingrained equine culture present throughout the nation. The almost spiritual relationship
between man and horse is captivating to all who visit and it remains central to Mongolian identity.

Panoramic Journeys was conceived in Mongolia, a country which is synonymous with the panoramic view of rugged
mountains, endless forests and vast open steppe. As a business we have grown up in Mongolia: it is our home and always will
be. Our drivers and guides are old friends and they too care passionately about the experience we deliver in Mongolia. We
work with them to constantly improve and expand what we can achieve as a community in Mongolia at the same time as
protecting the places we know and love.

Traditionally, local people never refer to the snow leopard by its name. They call it “Spotted Brother”, “Spotted Fur”, “White old Man”
or “Spirit of the Mountain”. Join us for a unique opportunity to see this mysterious and elusive cat in the remote Altai Mountains.
Mongolia is home to 500-1,000 snow leopards, the second largest population in the world. At 3,796m above sea level, Jargalant
Khairkhan mountain crowns a teardrop-shaped massif encircled by Khar Us, Khar and Dörgön lakes. The mountain is an isolated
extension of the Mongol Altai mountain range. The diversity of habitats here include high-mountain tundra, alpine meadows and highmountain steppe to arid steppe. The WWF-Mongolia has been working for the conservation for snow leopards since 1998. It is
estimated that there are 37 snow leopards on the mountain. As well as the snow leopard, the area supports Argali sheep, Siberian Ibex,
Saiga antelope (also described below), Goitered Gazelle, Grey wolf, Corsac fox and eagles, Saker falcons, vultures, hawks, snowcocks
and eagle owl. Accompanied by experienced guides, explore the valleys from our temporary camp, which provides a comfortable base
in the 3,000 metre isolated mountains. We will be provided scientific information by local WWF rangers, and interact with local nomads
and children's’ eco club, to learn about their efforts to conserve nature. This trip offers the chance to see some of the worlds rarest
wildlife in spectacular scenery. It will also introduce you to the rich nomadic culture and hospitality of Western Mongolia.

Day 1 Friday 25th September - Arrival, Ulaanbaatar
Arrive in Ulaanbaatar, capital of Mongolia, where nomadic civilization meets metropolitan life style. Welcomed by your guide for the transfer to you
hotel in the heart of the city (30 minutes). Enjoy a welcome dinner in a Mongolian style restaurant. (Hotel D)
Day 2. Saturday 26th September - Flight to Khovd, and transfer to Jargalant Khairkhan Mountain/Omno Uliastai Valley
After breakfast, transfer to airport for your flight to Khovd (3.5 hours). Upon arrival, meet members of the team for transfer to Omno Uliastai Valley of
Jargalant Khairkhan Mountain (2.5 hours). Settle into your comfortable ger, the traditional Mongolian felt tent which will be your home for the next
seven nights. The average temperature in Khovd in September is quite mild at 10.6 °C (51.08 °F). Afternoons can be very mild with average high
temperatures reaching 17.7 °C (63.9 °F). Overnight temperatures are generally cool with an average low of 3.9 °C (39 °F). Each ger is equipped with a
stove, folding beds and mattresses. Facilities are enclosed field WC with seats and wash sink. Buckets of hot water are always available for washing.
Every evening enjoy dinner made by local field cook. (Temporary ger camp; B, L,D)
Day 3-9. Sunday 27th September - Saturday 3rd October - Jargalant Khairkhan Mountain /Omno Uliastai Valley
Spend six full days in valley of Omnod Uliastai. Each day we will head out early and return for breakfast. Then we will set out around 10 am returning
to base at 4:30-5 p.m. A packed lunch will be provided during hiking days. Each day we will hike and explore a different valley based on territorial
markings, pugmarks and scats we discover. We walk mountain trails following local herdsman and their livestock. All the attention at Omno Uliastai
Valley is directed towards seeing the elusive snow leopard. We will set up motion sensor cameras in several valleys and use their data for our
research. In the evenings we can drive to nearby open valleys to see black-tailed gazelles and Saiga Antelope. (Temporary ger camp; B, L,D)
Day 10-11. Sunday 4th – Monday 5th October - Move to Har Sair Valley
On October 4, we move to next to valley called Har Sair (2 hours of drive), to continue to search for snow leopards for the next two days. We can also
drive to Durgun Lake valley to spot Saiga Antelope and travel to Khas Us Lake for spotting variety of shore birds and water birds too. (Temporary ger
camp; B, L,D)
Day 12. Tuesday 6th October - Hovd town / Ulaanbaatar
Early morning transfer to back to Hovd town for your return flight to Ulaanbaatar. Fly to Ulaanbaatar and transfer to your hotel. Farewell dinner in
one of the city’s best restaurants, overnight in hotel. (Hotel; B, L,D)
Day 13. Wednesday 7th October - Departure.
Transfer to airport for your departure flight. (B)

Snow Leopard (Panthera uncia)
Physical Features
Height: 55-65 cm (22 – 26 inches), Length: 90 – 115 cm (36 – 44 inches), Tail: ca. 100 cm (40 inches)
The snow leopard is perfectly adapted to its habitat. Its extra large paws keep the cat from sinking into the snow- like
a pair of natural snow shoes. Its round, short ears reduce heat loss, and the wide, short nasal cavity warms the air
before it reaches the cat’s lungs. The cat has strong, short front limbs and longer hind limbs. They help launch the cat
up to 30 feet (10 meters) in one leap.
The snow leopard sports excellent camouflage thanks to its grey-white fur with its dark spots and rosettes.
Its extra long tail helps the cat keep its balance and provides extra warmth when it’s wrapped around the body.
The snow leopard has soft, dense fur that grows extra-thick during the winter to keep the cat’s body warm.

Behaviour
Snow leopards are shy, elusive cats known for their solitary nature.
These cats are most active at dawn and dusk, which is called a “crepuscular activity pattern” by scientists.
Snow leopards regularly patrol home ranges that can cover hundreds of square kilometres.
Sometimes a male and female might be seen together during mating season, or we might see a mother with her
young cubs. Once the cubs are about 2 years old, they begin to disperse from their mother and set out on their own.
In order to communicate snow leopards leave markings on the landscape that other cats will find. They scrape the
ground with their hind legs and spray urine against rocks to mark their territory or locate mates.
Snow leopards make sounds similar to those made by other large cats, including a purr, mew, hiss, growl, moan, and
yowl. However, snow leopards cannot roar due to the physiology of their throat, and instead make a non-aggressive
puffing sound called a ‘chuff’.
Snow leopards are not aggressive towards humans. There has never been a verified snow leopard attack on a human
being. Even if disturbed while feeding, a snow leopard is more likely to run away than try to defend the site.

Life Cycle
Mating season for wild snow leopards is between January and mid-March. During this time, a male and a female
will travel together for a few days and copulate.
The female is typically pregnant for 93-110 days before retiring to a sheltered den site and giving birth to her cubs
in June or July. The diligent mother raises her offspring alone, providing food and shelter for her cubs.
Cubs are small and helpless when they are born, and do not open their eyes until they are about 7 days old.
At 2 months old, cubs are ready to eat solid food. At 3 months old, they begin following their mother and start to
learn important behaviour like hunting. At 18-22 months old, cubs become independent of their mothers.
Female snow leopards are ready to have their own cubs by age 2 or 3. Male snow leopards become sexually
mature by age 4. In captivity, snow leopards have been known to live for as long as 22 years. Life in the wild is
much harder, so the life expectancy of wild snow leopards is more likely to be 10 to 12 years.

Prey
What the snow leopard eats varies depending on their location, but the cat most often hunts wild Asiatic ibex and
Argali sheep. Availability of wild prey is the most important factor that determines if an area can be suitable for the
cats. Snow leopards are opportunistic predators and sometimes hunt livestock (such as sheep, goats, horses, or
young yaks), especially stragglers that get left behind in pastures.
There appear to be slight differences between the diets and predation patterns of males and females. In a study of
prey selection based on a total of 249 kills made by 10 male and 9 females in the South Gobi, domestic livestock
makes up a larger proportion of male kills (male 35%, female 17%).
Snow leopards eat slowly, usually taking 3 or 4 days to consume a prey animal. During that time, the cat remains
near the kill site to defend the meal from scavengers like vultures and ravens, eating every few hours until the
carcass is bare. Snow leopards hunt a large animal every 8-10 days on average.
In some areas, snow leopards have been known to enter a corral and kill multiple animals. Predation on domestic
livestock may increase in winter when hunting is difficult because of scarce wild prey and harsh weather.

Habitat
Snow leopards live in the mountains of Central Asia. While their habitat range covers 2 million km2 (approximately
the size of Greenland or Mexico), there are only between 3,920 and 6,390 snow leopards left in the wild.
Each individual snow leopard inhabits a defined home range. These cats are not as aggressively territorial as other
species, but males still tend to have exclusive home ranges. They overlap with females though.
The amount of space each snow leopard needs differs between landscapes. Researchers think that this depends on
the availability of prey. In areas where prey is abundant, cats inhabit home ranges as small as 30-65 km2. In areas
where there is less prey, snow leopards need more land for hunting and their home ranges may be over 1,000 km2.
Snow leopards are nomadic, and constantly move around their home ranges to hunt and leaving markings that
prevent other cats from moving in. These cats often travel along ridge lines and cliff bases, and choose bedding sites
with good views over the surrounding terrain.
Snow leopards have also been known to make long treks out of their home ranges, covering great distances in a
short period of time. With habitat mapping technology, we documented a snow leopard travel across 27 miles of
open desert in a single night.

Threats
Habitat loss, poaching and increasing conflict with communities have seen over a fifth of the world’s snow
leopards disappear in the last 16 years. And climate change is now putting the future of their mountain home at
even greater risk. Exact numbers are unknown, but there may be as few as 3,920and probably no more
than 6,390.
Poaching : Snow leopards have long been killed for their beautiful fur, but their bones and other body parts are
also used in Traditional Asian Medicine. And the illegal trade in snow leopard parts appears to be increasing.
Poaching also takes away the snow leopard’s resources. Its main prey species—wild sheep and goat—are
also threatened by illegal or unsustainable hunting in many parts of the snow leopard range. If their populations
decline, so do the snow leopard’s.
Conflict with communities: Wild snow leopards and their prey species share their habitat with domestic
livestock. Herders sometimes kill snow leopards in retaliation for attacking their livestock. And the decline in the
leopard’s natural prey is forcing them to rely more on livestock for food and increasing the risk of retaliatory
killing.
Shrinking home: Snow leopards need vast areas to thrive. But expanding human and livestock populations are
rapidly encroaching on their habitat. New roads and mines are also fragmenting their remaining range.
Changing climate: All these threats will be exacerbated by the impact of climate change on the fragile mountain
environment - putting the future of snow leopards at even greater risk. It will also endanger the livelihoods of
local communities and the tens of millions of people living downstream of these major watersheds.

Children help secure a future for snow leopards in Mongolia
In 2013, researchers from WWF-Mongolia set up camera traps to photograph snow leopards in and around Khovd
Aimag’s Jargalant Khairkhan Mountain, to determine the elusive cat’s population size and distribution.
But when they retrieved the photos and videos, they were shocked by what they found.
A snow leopard was caught on camera, hobbling around with a heavy steel jaw trap on one leg. The most tragic
footage was of two three-legged snow leopards that had lost a leg to a jaw trap.
Further investigation found that local semi-nomadic livestock herders were setting up these traps to catch other
animals, such as marmots, as well to retaliate against snow leopards for killing their livestock.
In an effort to find a way to protect Jargalant Khairkhan’s snow leopards from jaw traps, WWF-Mongolia worked with
the children of herders living around Jargalant Khairkhan. First, a video of the maimed snow leopards was shown to
200 children who were eco-club members in two local schools.
After seeing the video, the students were asked to conduct an informal survey of how many jaw traps their parents,
neighbours, and relatives owned. The result was an alarming total of 500 traps in just this single district on the west
side of the mountain.
The children were then mobilized to speak out against trapping at local community meetings attended by their
parents, and announced a novel approach to ridding their mountain of traps. In exchange for traps surrendered to
school eco-club members, local herders would receive a milk can or other useful household items.
The children went around the mountain in groups running this trap exchange campaign and soon had gathered an
impressive collection of 250 jaw traps, greatly reducing the number of traps in use on the mountain.
Once the traps were handed over, the students and WWF-Mongolia staff decided to get rid of them permanently by
creating a sculpture out of the metal jaws. The work of art commemorated the task the students took on to protect
snow leopards and other wildlife in western Mongolia.
Energized by their success, the children set an ambitious goal to scale up their initiative. A petition signed by over 200
schoolchildren was presented to the Governor of Khovd Aimag, who promised to expand their initiative to the
provincial level.
A group of 15 of the children also visited the Mongolian capital, Ulaanbaatar, to share their story, staging a selfwritten play, appearing on national TV, and meeting the Minister of Environment, Green Development and Tourism.
They presented their petition to the Minister, and asked him to scale up their campaign to the national level. Their
efforts paid off and in April 2016, the Minister issued a directive to all provinces and protected areas to start similar
campaigns to eliminate traps.

Mongolian Saiga (Saiga tatarica mongolica)
The Saiga antelope has long, thin legs but is similar in size to a sheep, measuring about 70cm at the shoulder, and weighing around
41kg (males) and 28kg (females). The large humped nose is flexible and inflatable, which helps it to breathe clean air during dusty
summers and warm air during cold winters. Its coat is sparse and cinnamon coloured during the summers, turning to a very thick
white coat during the winters. Only the males have horns. Males defend a harem of up to 30 females. Mating occurs in early to midDecember. However, during the migration season tens of thousands of saiga will travel together, forming part of one of the most
spectacular migrations in the world. A nomadic species, saiga have no fixed home ranges and usually walk several dozen kilometres
in a given day. The saiga is an extremely good runner, and is able to reach speeds up to 80 kmph/48 mph. The Saiga lifespan is 6 to
10 years. The gestation is 4.5 – 5 months, with calves usually born over a one-week period in early May, in order to swamp their
predators, such as wolves, foxes and birds of prey. First-year females typically have one calf, while older females have twins or,
occasionally, triplets. After birth, the young lie concealed and immobile for the first three days, moving around, bleating, and eating a
bit of green food from the fourth day of life. The Saiga is listed as Critically Endangered on the IUCN Red List due to decline from a
million in early 1990s to just 6% of that by 2005.

Saiga - A species on the edge
Once migrating across arid plains in eastern Europe, Asia and Alaska, Saiga are now only found in smaller ranges in Kazakhstan,
Mongolia, Russia, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The fall in saiga antelope populations across their range has been dramatic. In the
early 1990s numbers were over a million, but are now estimated to be around 50,000.
In the spring of 2015, a mysterious disease wiped out more than half of the species' remaining population on Earth. More than
200,000 saiga antelope perished during the mass die-off in Kazakhstan, the bodies of adults and calves dotting the grasslands for
miles. It sparked a worldwide search for answers.
Often said to have a comical appearance, the goat-size antelope have a flexible, Gonzo-like proboscis that looks like a shortened
elephant trunk. After careful study of animal remains from the die off, scientists have concluded the saiga were killed by
haemorrhagic septicaemia, or fatal blood poisoning, which was caused by Pasteurella multocida type B bacteria. The scientists noted
that the bacteria seem to be regularly present in the large noses of saiga, even perhaps at birth. But especially warm and humid
conditions seemed to have allowed the bacteria to grow out of control, overwhelming the animals.
Saiga numbers had previously declined sharply over recent decades due to hunting for their meat and horns and disruption of their
habitat by human activities, particularly barriers to their migration from fences, roads, train tracks, and pipelines.
The Mongolian sub-species (Saiga tatarica mongolica) is particularly at risk. Sadly, 54% of the unique subspecies died from an
outbreak of ‘Sheep and Goat disease’ in 2017, reducing the population to around 5,000 individuals. Researchers noted that it was
mainly males and calves which died. Their data and recommendations are now formulating new strategies to save the remaining
population in Mongolia.

Ulaanbaatar, meaning 'Red Hero', is the capital city of
Mongolia. Situated on the Tuul River, it is a mixture of
traditional and modern. The ornate flowing eaves of the
monastery temples stand beside communist planned
courtyards and modern sky scrapers. UB, as the capital is
affectionately known, also has some excellent museums,
galleries, theatres, bars and restaurants.

Gandantegchinlen Khiid (Gandan for short) is the largest
and most important monastery in Mongolia. The
monastery's main attraction is the magnificent white
Migjid Janraisig Temple which houses a 25m high, 20 ton
guilded statue. It is a working monastery with
ceremonies every morning and 150 monks in residence.
Impressive and expansive, Chinggis Khaan Square in the
heart of the city, has recently been renamed to honour
the nations creator. Originally this square was named
'Sükhbaatar' after the hero of the revolution "Damdin
Sükhbaatar",
who
declared
Mongolia’s
final
independence from the Chinese. His statue takes centre
stage in front of the Parliament building and looking
south towards Peace Avenue.

.

The National History Museum, renovated in 1998, is a
comprehensive and well-laid out showcase of key points
in Mongolia's history. Journey through key facts and
artefacts from the Bronze age, the Mongol Empire of
Genghis Khaan, to the communist Russian years and the
democratic revolution of the early 1990s. Learn about
nomadic pastoralism of the steppes and the different
ethnic groups of Mongolia.
Naran Tuul, or the Black Market, as it is commonly
known (although not illegal) - is a giant flea market 4km
from the centre of town. It's a great place to enjoy the
hustle and bustle of Mongolian traders, pick up some
riding boots or material for getting a deel tailor-made.
Be very vigilant at all times, as pickpockets targeting
tourists abound , and leave valuables (cameras, iPods) at
the hotel.
Cashmere: Mongolia produces about 3,000 tons of
cashmere per year, about 21 % of the world market.
Many quality cashmere products can be found at low
prices. The Gobi company has a store on Peace Avenue
and also a factory shop on the outskirts of town. Other
central shops include Elite, Goyo - and the State
Department Store has a range of cashmere labels all
under one roof.

.

Hotel Nine is an upscale budget hotel offering good value
in such a central location - next to Chinggis Khan Square
and Government House. It is just a short walk from hot
spots such as the central post office, National History
Museum and embassies.
Facilities include air conditioning, high speed wireless
internet, cable TV, restaurant and business area. All
rooms have an en-suite bathroom and local and
international food is available.
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Accommodation (based on 2 sharing twin rooms / gers. See single supplement below) · Domestic flights (as
specified) · Meals as per itinerary (B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, D=Dinner) · Water in vehicles · Activities as per itinerary · English
speaking guide/s · Surface transportation (vehicle and driver) · Park & museum entrance fees · Festival fees · Airport transfers
Travel Insurance · Passport · Visas & vaccination charges · Private excursions · Bar bills · Laundry · Telephone
calls & items of a personal nature · International flights or trains
*Deposit $2,000/£1,600pp plus any extras · Single Supplement: $225 (not available in western Mongolia)
Full payment is due if departure is in less than 90 days

